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Abstract
A great variety of injection processes exist depending on the type of
cyclotron considered.  Designing the central region where the injection
is achieved requires careful studies which are briefly presented.
Among the possibilities for external injection in compact machines, the
axial method which is frequently used is discussed in more detail.
1 . INTRODUCTION
Most of the early cyclotrons and synchrocyclotrons were equipped with internal ion
sources of the open type, as shown on Fig. 1, located below the median plane of acceleration of
the particles.  This early "axial injection" mode gave a very poor beam quality.  
Therefore the early selected points of
attack for a great improvement of the internal
beam quality of cyclotrons was the central
region including the internal source itself and its
immediate surroundings.  It was rapidly
understood that a spatially-defined, hooded-arc
source (Fig. 2a and 2b) permits the dee and
dummy dee electrodes to be brought very close
to the source slit, leaving a sufficiently narrow
acceleration gap to allow full initial energy pick-
up.  This improvement programme was carried
out at the CERN 600-MeV synchrocyclotron and brought outstanding performances:  the
internal beam intensity was increased by a factor 10 (the repetition rate of the frequency
modulation programme was also increased), the radial oscillation amplitude was reduced by
another factor 10.  The resulting extraction efficiency was therefore raised from 3% up to 70%.
The acceleration of heavy ions or polarised particles which require ion sources which
could not be confined in the median plane of the cyclotron led to external injection by:  either
entering the cyclotron perpendicular to the median plane, the so-called axial injection, or
reaching the central region of the cyclotron in the median plane, the so-called horizontal
injection.
Nowadays many types of cyclotrons are running, dedicated to specific aims.  Even
cyclotrons could be used as injectors, bringing the beam in on the inner radius of separated-
sector booster cyclotrons.  The PSI four-separated-sector-injector cyclotron [1] which produces
a 72-MeV, 1.5-mA proton beam to feed the 590-MeV, 8-sector ring cyclotron is certainly the
best example of what could be achieved as a sophisticated  high energy injection process.
2 . THE CENTRAL REGION
The injection process should bring the beam into the central region of the cyclotron where
the transfer of the injected beam into the cyclotron stable-acceleration region should be
Fig. 1 Old open source of the CERN Synchrocy
Fig. 2a Vertical cross section of the central Fig. 2b Horizontal motion of the reference
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distribution of the confined central
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achieved.  It is the region where the beam quality is defined.  The design of this region requires
careful studies which are briefly presented here.
This region extends to a radius where the beam dynamics are no more governed by the
complex 3-dimensional electric field produced by the accelerating electrodes but mainly by the
properties of the magnetic field which are not phase-dependent.  Therefore the quality of the
beam produced by a cyclotron is the result of the careful design of this most critical part of this
type of accelerator.  Of course the design and the studies to be carried out are strongly
dependent on the injection energy.  Hence two kinds of central region should be considered
depending on the type of cyclotrons:  Compact machines where the injection process is at low
energy and separated-sector machines where it occurs at high energy.
2 . 1 Compact cyclotron
Several steps are required to design the geometry of the central region.  
2.1.1  First phase:  Hard-edge gap approximation
The initial arrangement of the electrodes (the so-called dees and anti-dees) is defined,
assuming hard-edge accelerating gaps with a uniform electric field and a uniform central
magnetic field.
The general equation of motion of an ion (q, m) accelerated by an electric field
E
→

























 where h = harmonic number = ωRF
ω
α = angular phase = ωt
ϕ = electric phase = hα + ϕ0






β = angular aperture of the dee
Fig. 3  Hard-edge gap
The solution of (1) is easily obtained using the complex Z = x + iy
dZ
dα
+ iZ = Keiψ cos(hα + ϕ0 ), K = cste (2)
The motion of the centre of curvature C could be easily interpreted:
dZ
dα





Zc( f ) − Zc(i) = −iKeiψ ∆if cos(hα + ϕ0 )[ ] (4)




Cf , during the gap traversal is perpendicular
to   
r
E .  Therefore, the centre-of-curvature motion could be constructed very easily using this
property by a simple algorithm.
Figure 4 presents the results of these simple hard-edge geometrical constructions in the
median plane of a three-dees geometry.  The injection point I (Fig. 4, top) could be easily
determined by minimizing the distance of the barycentre of the centres of curvature motion
(Fig. 4, bottom) to the machine centre.
2.1.2  Second phase:  Orbit calculations in the real gap
With these initial gap positions a geometry is constructed and the distribution of the
equipotential is calculated using a 3-dimensional Laplace equation solver.  A convenient method
[2, 3] to calculate the orbit in the complex electric field distribution is to make use of the
equipotential-lines distribution instead of calculating the components of the electric field.  The
acceleration gap is decomposed into micro-gaps defined by two adjacent equipotential lines in
the median plane, the direction (but not the module) of the electric field is calculated and the
motion of the orbit centre within the micro-gap is deduced by a simple geometrical construction
as shown in Fig. 5.  
Fig. 4  Orbit and centre-of-curvature motion in the hard-edge gap
 approximation of a three-dees geometry
Figure 6 presents a typical reference trajectory in the median plane of a superconducting
cyclotron using three accelerating electrodes, three deltas, with the equipotential distribution in
the six gaps.  The advantage of this method of discretization compared to the usual integration
of the equations of motion using the whole information of the electric field is its improved
speed and its easy physical interpretation.  This method gives a direct insight into the motion of
the orbit centre during the gap traversal, making modifications easier to improve the centreing
of the beam.  In this second phase several readjustements of the geometry are needed to
optimise the shape of the electrodes.
Fig. 5  Micro-gap traversal
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ϕi+1 = ϕi + hτi
E0 =  rest mass of the particle
c =  velocity of light
Fig. 6  Horizontal motion of three particles in the real gaps of a three-dees geometry (the
reference central trajectory and the –  50 mrad orbits)
2.1.3  Last phase:  Vertical motion
The electric axial focusing or defocusing is strong in the injection region where the
velocity of the particle is small.  These effects are strongly dependent on the phase of the ions
with respect to the RF voltage.  They have been analysed in many basic papers using the thin-
lens approximation in a 2D geometry.
The two types of effects which should be considered for the vertical motion during a dee
traversal are presented in Fig. 7.  The spatial effects due to the typical equipotential distribution
are shown in the vertical cross section of the dee-dummy dee system (top).  When the particle
enters the gap (point E) the field is focusing.  The time variation effect of the electric field
during the gap traversal is shown on the bottom figure.  For a given dee aperture b  and an
acceleration on the harmonic mode h, the superposition of these two effects could be interpreted
as a succession of alternatively focusing and defocusing thick lenses.
Fig. 7  Vertical motion during the dee traversal
The precise analysis of these effects requires a detailed knowledge of the 3-D potential
distribution.  The discretisation method for the horizontal motion (micro-gaps) has been
extended by J.P. Schapira to 3-dimensions in the framework of the AGOR superconducting
cyclotron central region studies.
The complete analysis of the vertical motion requires detailed knowledge of the magnetic
field map.  Local modifications of this field might be necessary to increase the magnetic
focusing in the first turns of the injection region (the so-called field bump, centring coils etc.).
Therefore, in the final phase of the central-region calculations, the adjustment of the magnetic
field will imply slight modifications of the gaps.
2 . 2 Separated-sector cyclotron (SSC)
The isochronous cyclotrons considered here consist of magnet sectors separated by empty
valleys.  The radiofrequency accelerating structures, which could be either delta (providing two
gaps) or single-gap cavities, are situated in the valleys, between the magnets.  Therefore the
magnet gaps could be quite small.  This fact improves the vertical focusing properties.  The
SSC require an injected beam at low energy and are proposed when a multi-stage acceleration is
necessary.  A great variety of injectors are still existing for separated sector cyclotrons:  external
sources at high voltage (e.g. the Cockroft-Walton at PSI), tandem Van de Graff (e.g. the
injector of the HMI SSC in Berlin), together with cyclotrons (the injector of the GANIL SSC in
France or the injector of the 200-MeV SSC in South Africa), etc.
The injection in these machines should bring the beam through a magnetic field-free
central region and then guide it into the first centred orbit.     The   injection    process    is    often    quite
   difficult    because   the     magnetic   field    should    bend   the   injected     beam      more    than    the   internal    beam    .
The injection layout is made of different kinds of channels:  either electrostatic channel or
magnetic channel to bend the beam on the first trajectory.  In this type of cyclotron, the large
space available between the sectors provide the necessary space to house powerful accelerating
structures and the radial separation between the injected orbit and the inner turn in the cyclotron
is sufficiently large to install injection septa.
Therefore to optimise the layout of the injection systems it is necessary to study the
following aspects.
–    beam     optics    and     matching   between the injector and the accelerator:  the matching of the
injected beam properties to the so-called eigen-ellipses of the betatron transverse phase
space of the cyclotron orbit, is an essential condition for getting a good beam quality.
Figure 8 presents the typical eigen ellipses for a four-sector magnet cyclotron at the centre
of the hill and at the centre at the valley.
Fig. 8  Eigen ellipses for a four-sector magnet cyclotron
–    shaping    the   injection    channel  which is usually made of different bending and inflection
elements.  In these calculations the stray field of the magnet sector should be taken into
account.
–     mechanical    implementation   of the elements:  the required space to house the bending
elements and the necessary diagnostic stations to measure the beam quality makes the
mechanical design of this region difficult and the central region of separated sector
cyclotrons is often crowded.
Figure 9 shows the typical example of the central region layout of the four separated-
sector 200-MeV cyclotron in Faure [4] (NAC, South Africa).  The beam is pre-accelerated by
an 8-MeV compact cyclotron and is injected radially along a valley into the central region.  The
injection system consists of three injection elements:  two bending magnets (BM1 and BM2)
and a magnetic inflection channel (MIC) which is mounted in the pole-gap of a sector magnet.
Fig. 9  Injection layout of the four-sector NAC-SSC
Since the eigen-ellipse transformation and the position of the injected equilibrium orbit are
defined by the magnetic properties of the sector magnet, it is important to inject the beam with a
phase ellipse (for the two transversal phase spaces) corresponding to an eigen-ellipse, exactly
onto this orbit to obtain the best quality.  This ensures periodic beam envelopes inside the
cyclotron with a minimum of amplitude modulation and a good matching of the injected beam
[5] to the acceptance of the cyclotron.
Numerical orbit calculations take into account that fringe fields and trajectories could be
traced backwards from the centred orbits in the cyclotron, e.g. at the first valley centre line.
For the geometry shown in Fig. 9 the phase ellipses at three angles ( q  = -45° , 0°  and 45° ) are
presented in Fig. 10.
3 . INJECTION FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES
The need to inject beams of heavy ions, negative ions and also polarised ions has led to
many different injection concepts, either in the median plane of the cyclotron or axially.  High-
energy injection, heavy ions can be injected in the horizontal plane to reach the required radius
and then be stripped and placed onto the stable orbit from which they can be accelerated.  This
method, proposed by C. Tobias [6] was developed at Orsay [7].  It is still successfully used
[8, 9] for injecting heavy ions from a tandem into a superconducting cyclotron.
In this section the axial method which is widely used will be discussed in more detail.
Horizontal injection processes are also presented.
Fig. 10  Phase ellipses along the injection trajectory of the NAC SSC
3 . 1 Axial injection
The first successful axial injection was achieved by Powell [10] at the Birmingham
isochronous cyclotron.  It is now widely used [11] for various reasons:
– the emergence of new sources:  ECR source which produces heavy ion beams with
higher charge states than the traditional internal PIG sources, polarised ions source and
multicusp for the production of negatively charged ions which are cumbersome and
therefore which could not be installed in the central region of the cyclotron.
– obtaining a high quality of beams:  getting a high-brightness beam accelerated by the
cyclotron requires a 6D matching, i.e. in particular using a buncher operating at the
cyclotron frequency.
– increasing the reliability of the cyclotron:  better vacuum for H- life-time of the ion
source.
An axial injection is made of three parts:
– the external beam transport from the ion source up to the top of the magnet yoke, i.e. a
region where the stray field of the cyclotron is negligible.
– the transport inside the yoke where the solenoidal field of the cyclotron should be
considered.
– the inflector and the central region of the cyclotron where the beam is bent into the median
plane and further accelerated.  These two regions should be considered together.
3.1.1  The external transport line
Optical systems used for beam transport and matching are standard.  Nevertheless
provision should be made not only for achromatism but also for beam emittance matching to the
eigen-ellipse at the entrance of the magnet yoke.
3.1.2  Transport inside the yoke
This transport line is made of a bunching section and of focusing elements.  The axial
magnetic field should be taken into account.  In the design phase this field could be obtained
with a fairly good accuracy by using the POISSON programme for solving this 2-D cylindrical
magnetostatic problem.
Several problems occur during this transit through the yoke, mainly a degradation of the
beam emittance due to the coupling of the two transverse motions and some debunching effects
because of the different length of orbit between the buncher and the median plane due to the
helical motion of particles in the axial field.  For a high quality injected beam, short bunching
distances and low divergence are recommended.  Figure 11 shows the axial injection layout of
the MEDICYC cyclotron in Nice.
3.1.3  The inflectors
Three types of electrostatic inflector could
be considered:
– the electrostatic mirror which is made of
two plates inclined at about 45˚.  An
opening must be provided in one of the
electrodes for the entrance and the exit of
the beam.  In this type of inflector the
particle does not travel on an equipotential
plane and therefore the velocity changes
during the transit.
– the spiral inflector developed in Grenoble
by Pabot-Belmont [12] is in fact a rotating
cylindrical deflector to take into account
the magnetic field of the cyclotron.  The
velocity remains constant as the particle lie
on an equipotential surface, the electric
field being always perpendicular to the
velocity.
– the hyperboloid inflector proposed by
Muller [13] which is the simplest of a
family of second-order surfaces.  Here
also the velocity is constant.
For each type of inflector the central
trajectory of the particle is obtained by the










the electric field E  required to bend an ion
(q, m) is given by :
qB2ρF τ( ) / m
whereB is the central magnetic field,
ρ  the magnetic radius,
Fig. 11  The MEDICYC axial injection line
t  the transit angle in the inflector, characteristic of the inflector type given in the 
following table.
Inflector type Transit angle t
Mirror 1/ p τ < pi
Spiral
p /2 p no limitation
Hyperboloid
p /2 p fixed, τ = pi 6
2
3.1.3.1  The mirror
By analytical integration of Eq. (5) with B , Ey and Ez constant we get the parametric
equations of the central trajectory.
x = Ey Bω(ωt − sinωt)
y = Ey Bω(1 − cosωt)






with ω = qB m
           (7)
The projection on the horizontal plane x0y is a part of a cycloid generated by the circle of radius
Ey ωB.  For a +90°   bend where z = z' = 0 at the exit of the mirror, the geometry is fixed by
the two parameters α (angle respect to 0z) and the height h = z0 of the entrance point.
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The beam entering the inflector is characterised by trajectories dispersed in position, angle,
energy and time with respect to the central ray given by (7).  Therefore the beam is specified by
six parameters (two transversal and the longitudinal planes).  The transfer matrix is given by
[14]:
T =
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Where  s = sin τ 2,    c = cosτ 2,    t = s / c..
The electrostatic mirror is attractive for its simplicity (easiness of construction) and for the small
space required to house it in the central region of the cyclotron.  This last property could make it
a good choice for a superconducting cyclotron where the available space is small.
3.1.3.2. The spiral inflector
This is characterised by the fact that in the vertical plane, the electric field is radial and
perpendicular to the velocity.  Under the influence of the vertical magnetic field this plane
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Therefore this deflector is also defined
by two parameters.
The first-order optical properties of the spiral inflector could also be derived by using a
transfer matrix [15] which is more complicated to obtain than in the case of the mirror.  The
equations cannot be integrated analytically and are calculated by numerical methods.  The
transfer matrix F for a small step becomes 1 + F.s where C = cos s
a
,  S = sin s
a
,  k = 1
ρ
F =
0 1 −Ck 0 0 0
−S2k2 0 −Sk a 0 0 Sk
Ck 0 0 1 0 0
−Sk a 0 0 0 0 2 a
−Sk 0 −1 a 0 0 1








3.1.3.3  The hyperboloid inflector
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constant is the simplest potential which satisfies D V = 0 and which possesses a radial
symmetry.  The parametric equations of the central trajectory which is on an equipotential
surface are
r = r0 1 + 1 / 2sin
2 kt( ){ }1/2
θ = 6 / 2( )kt − tan−1 6 / 2( ) tan kt( ){ }







where t is the independent time variable, and v0  and k are constants which are determined by
the constraints
r0 = 2 6 mv0( ) / qB = 2 6Rm





where m is the ion mass, q is the ion charge, and v0  is the injection velocity of the ion.
The main advantage of this inflector is its simplicity and good optical properties.  It has a
fixed transit time and then only one adjustable parameter.  Therefore it is often used with an off-
axis injection.  Its dimensions are much larger than the dimensions of the two other inflectors
and require more space in the central region.  Usually  it cannot be used in superconducting
compact cyclotrons.
3 . 2 Horizontal injection
Among the possibilities for injection in the median plane of compact cyclotrons are high-
energy injection of heavy ions by change of charge in the central region, cycloïdal motion along
a sector edge, while another simple possibility for injecting protons or deuterons is neutral
beam injection.
3.2.1  Injection of heavy ions by stripping
The principle of this method is quite simple
and is illustrated in Fig. 12.  The parameters
of this injection method could be very easily
calculated using a hard-edge approximation
which assumes a uniform field B in the disk
of radius Re corresponding to the extraction
radius.   A beam of ions (mass A, charge Zi)
is injected with an incident angle γ .  If we
assume a non-relativistic beam, we obtain
the following equations:
Stripping radius     rs = Re
Ti
T f
Fig. 12  Injection of heavy ions by stripping ρi = rs ZsZi
; sin γ = Re
2 + rs
2 2Zs / Zi −1( )
2RersZs / Zi
with Zs the electric charge after stripping and Zi  the electric charge before stripping.
3.2.2  Injection by precession along a sector edge
A horizontal injection scheme without channels has been proposed and successfully
realised for the Delft four-sector cyclotron (this method was used for the first time at the
Lebedev Institute [16] in Moscow).  A 200-keV proton beam drifts along a sector edge, as
shown in Fig. 13, towards the cyclotron central region where the electric field of the dee starts
to increase the orbit radius.
Beams of µA have been accelerated up to the extraction radius with injected beam
intensities between 1 and 2 mA.  A strong first-harmonic magnetic bump, produced by
extension of sectors 1 and 4 is used to centre the beam.  However, this injection method is no
longer used.
Fig. 13  Precession injection in the Delft isochronous cyclotron
3.2.3  The neutral-beam injector
In order to reach the extraction energy in a low number of turns in a superconducting
cyclotron [17], high accelerating peak voltages should be used.  This requires sufficiently large
gaps in the central region so it could be better to eliminate any internal ion source or inflector for
an axially-injected beam.  Moreover the available space is small due to the high magnetic field.
These difficulties associated with injection may be circumvented by injecting a beam of
neutral hydrogen atoms of appropriate kinetic energy, (typically 100 keV) along the median
plane of the cyclotron in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 14.
Near the centre of the magnet the beam passes through a charge converter comprising of a very
thin foil of carbon or other solid material, which has the effect of stripping off the electrons
from the hydrogen atoms, giving a beam of protons of suitable energy at the correct position,
ready to be accelerated by the cyclotron.  By adjusting the position of the stripping foil and the
direction of arrival of the neutral beam, the first orbits can be easily centred in the cyclotron.
The neutral beam to be injected into the
cyclotron is prepared by accelerating a beam
of hydrogen ions and passing it through a
charge converter consisting of a cell
containing gas at low pressure.  It is an
advantage to start with a pre-accelerated beam
of negative hydrogen ions rather than
protons, because the cross-section for
producing neutral atoms is 10 times larger in
this case.  For example for kinetic energy 100
keV the cross-section for neutralising
negative hydrogen ions in hydrogen gas is
2  10−16  cm2 , so for a cell of length 50 cm at
normal temperature the required pressure is
1.7 mT.  Tests show that about 50% of the
  H
−
 beam can be converted to neutral
hydrogen.  The scattering in the gas cell will
be about 0.6 mrad, corresponding to 1.5 mm
at the stripper foil (1 standard deviation).  The
other important advantage of this neutral
beam injection system is the possibility of
bunching the injected beam before this gas cell, and adding a fast beam switch-off by means of
electrostatic deflecting plates.
The most critical component is the stripper foil near the centre of the cyclotron which
converts the neutral beam to free protons.  It must be thin enough to limit the loss of energy.
On the other hand it must be strong enough and resistant to thermal and radiation damage.
Carbon foils, 25 nm thick, give satisfactory performance when measured on a test facility.  
Over a dozen 25 nm carbon stripper foils have been tested in the Cyclotron Laboratory in Nice,
and have typically given over 20   µA  x hours of useful proton beam before breaking.  The
cyclotron could be equipped with a rapid foil changing mechanism.  
The multiple scattering angle in the 25 nm carbon foil will be 24 mrad (1 standard
deviation).  So with 1.5 mm beam width at the stripper the emittance of the injected proton
beam will be 36 p  mm.  mrad (1 standard deviation).  
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Fig. 14  Central region of the superconducting
cyclotron with the neutral injected beam
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